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Living the Safe Life
I each episode, we
In
e
educate and inform
c
consumers of all ages
o
on how to create and
m
maintain a safe and secure
e
environment for themselves
a
and their families — at
h
home, at school, during
ti
d iin th
recreation,
and
the workplace. Explore the
hidden secrets of the everyday in this
fascinating series!

Travel Smart, Travel Safe
E
Each
episode features
s
segments on exciting
ttravel destinations, along
w
with tips on how to select
s
secure tourist attractions,
s
safe lodgings, and
s
safe, reliable modes of
ttransportation. Our
cameras take viewers around the globe, but
with our feet firmly grounded in the realities of
an insecure world!

S
Safe
and Secure TV
C
Channel has partnered
w
with leading child safety
a
associations to help
iinstruct families on how to
k
keep their children safe in
a
all kinds of situations, both
ttypical and extraordinary!

●

Annapolis, MD 21409

The Security Pioneers
W take viewers behind
We
tthe scenes of companies
— both large and small —
tthat help protect us in our
e
everyday lives. Featured
c
companies range from
tthose providing security
p
personnel and services,
to firms that make the tools and equipment for
security companies, public safety officials, and
government organizations. Each episode will
leave viewers exclaiming, “I never knew that!”

Are You Prepared?

Keeping Our Children Safe

1616 Severn Drive

Our experts demonstrate that with a little
know-how, every parent or adult supervisor can
keep the children in their charge safe from harm.

●

W
Wherever
viewers live,
tthey face the possibility
o
of a natural disaster.
H
Hurricanes, floods,
t
tornadoes,
earthquakes,
e
even
mudslides, sinkholes,
o volcanoes — we show
or
w
what
to look out for and
h
h
h Nature loses her cool!
how
to react when
Mother
And we don’t forget less visible threats: we
also cover the threat of epidemics such as flu
viruses, contaminated food supplies, plus other
environmental issues both local and national that
call for a solid readiness plan.
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